
Technical recession:
will we, or won’t we?

BT Explains

Singapore’s economy shrank in the second quarter of this year. 
With recent gloomy manufacturing figures and a hazy outlook on external 
economic factors, all eyes are on the Ministry of Trade and Industry’s (MTI) 
advance estimate, to be published on Wednesday, on how Singapore’s 
gross domestic product (GDP) will fare in the third quarter to see if it’s 
headed for a technical recession. By Soon Weilun
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*median estimate of 11 economists surveyed by Bloomberg (as at Oct 9)

Manufacturing: 18.02%
� July-Aug industrial   
 production: -2.1%

Others:
24.84%

Finance & Insurance: 
12.31%
� July-Aug domestic banking 
 units (DBU) and Asian  
 Currency Units   
 loan levels: +3%
� July-Aug forex   
 turnover: +12.2%
� July-Aug SGX   
 turnover: +8.2%

Transportation & 
Storage: 7.58%
� July-Aug container   
 throughput: -4.5%
� July-Aug air freight: 
 -3.8%
� July-Aug number 
 of flights: +1.7%

Construction: 4.83%
� July-Aug progress  
 payments: -1.5%

Wholesale retail and  
trade: 18.72%
� July-Aug re-export 
 volumes: +0.6%
� July retail sales volumes: -1.1%

Business services: 13.70%
� July-Aug sale of private   
 residences: +81%
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Source: Ministry of Trade and Industry, Singapore Department of Statistics, Citi Research BTGraphics: Noordin Ayob

What is a technical recession?
There is no one standard definition for technical recession, but it is often taken as two 
successive quarterly declines in GDP. Singapore could just dip into a technical recession, 
going by analyst forecasts. This is different from a full-blown recession, where the 
economy shrinks on a year-on-year basis..

Sectoral performance matters
How much each sector contributes to the economy, and how much each of them has grown will affect 
the final GDP growth figure for Q3. The sectoral picture however is currently a mixed one.

TOTAL: 
S$96.27b

(as at Q2 2015)


